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Commentary

Call for a holistic framework for cancer immunotherapy
Maximilian Boesch, PhD 1; Florent Baty, PhD1; Tobias Kowatsch, PhD2,3,4; Dominik Wolf, MD5; Martin Früh, MD6,7; and  

Martin H. Brutsche, MD, PhD1

Cancer immunotherapy using immune checkpoint blockers (ICBs) has revolutionized clinical oncology. In exceptional respond-
ers, checkpoint inhibition enables long- term remission and potentially a cure, even in the metastatic setting, whereas there is still 
a significant proportion of patients without prolonged benefit. The complexity regulating the likelihood of ICB response can at 
least in part be explained by baseline variables such as tumor mutational burden,1 immune checkpoint molecule expression levels 
(e.g., PD- 1/PD- L1)2 and tumor T- cell infiltration.3 Unfortunately, these factors cannot be deliberately modulated therapeuti-
cally and therefore play only a minor role when envisioning treatment- enhancing strategies. Alternatively, emerging variables 
may easily be amenable to manipulation to optimize ICB response rates and durability. In this regard, nonpharmacological ap-
proaches such as specific health interventions and treatment timing have recently gained momentum, proposing a more holistic 
framework for cancer immunotherapy and management within an interdisciplinary, cross- functional environment.

Because diet influences the host microbiome,4 which in turn affects ICB efficacy,5,6 targeted dietary interventions 
represent a promising strategy to specifically modulate the microbial landscape and optimize cancer immunotherapy.7 This 
concept is underscored by recent work in melanoma demonstrating an association of high fiber intake (i.e., ≥20 g/d) with 
improved progression- free survival under ICB therapy.8 Mechanistically, a high- fiber diet promotes tumor T- cell infiltra-
tion as well as the expression of genes related to T- cell activation and effector function in murine models.8 The concept 
of modulating ICB efficacy by dietary habits is further supported by prospective data from 101 patients with cancer on 
a fasting- mimicking diet (FMD) (NCT03340935).9 The cyclic, 5- day dietary intervention was not only safe but also in-
duced distinct metabolic changes and extensively reshaped the cancer immunome.9 More specifically, FMD reduced blood 
glucose, insulin, and IGF1 levels, contracted circulating suppressive myeloid-  and T- cell compartments, and enhanced in-
tratumoral T- cell activation and cytotoxicity.9 Notably, many of these effects were independent from the underlying tumor 
type and the particular cancer therapy used. This suggests that ICB- treated patients may also benefit from fasting/FMD. 
Importantly, because many cancer patients are cachectic or otherwise weak, the immune- modulatory and metabolic effects 
of fasting/FMD may, in the future, be more appropriately modeled by calorie restriction mimetics.10

In fit or only mildly impaired patients, physical activity, generally known to reduce cancer risk and cancer- specific mor-
bidity and mortality,11 may promote anticancer immunity and potentiate ICB efficacy. In preclinical models, aerobic exer-
cise fosters systemic immune mobilization and induces the accumulation of activated, tumor- infiltrating T cells expressing 
IL- 15Rα, finally leading to tumor growth retardation and sensitization to ICB treatment.12 Higher T- cell infiltration and 
resensitization to checkpoint blockade were also observed in a recent preclinical study on exercise training in breast cancer.13 
Mechanistically, exercise- induced T- cell infiltration was mediated by CXCR3 signaling and associated with higher pericyte 
coverage, vessel normalization, and reduced hypoxia.13 Notably, an exercise- dependent increase in tumor T- cell infiltration 
was also observed in men, suggesting clinical relevance.12 Exercise training may further have a “conditioning effect” because 
prediagnostic physical activity correlates with higher T- cell infiltration in clinical cancer samples.14 Importantly, physical 
activity also substantially improves quality of life and therapy tolerability in patients with cancer, thus having beneficial 
effects far beyond immune modulation.15– 17

Accumulating evidence suggests that psychological distress negatively affects cancer outcomes. In murine models, 
stress- induced surges in glucocorticoid levels subvert type I interferon responses in certain immune cells, ultimately damp-
ening anticancer immune surveillance and reducing therapeutic tumor control.18 Similarly, a negative mood in cancer 
patients associates with plasma cortisol levels and expression of the glucocorticoid- inducible factor TSC22D3 in circulating 
leukocytes.18 More broadly, stress- induced upregulation of glucocorticoids and other immunosuppressive factors blunts 
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immune responsiveness generally, which is supported 
by the observation that vaccine efficiency is reduced in 
stressed individuals.19,20

Finally, the immune system is tightly controlled by 
circadian rhythms, entailing oscillatory peaks of blood 
leukocyte numbers regulated by time- of- day- dependent 
variations in immune cell mobilization, trafficking, hom-
ing, and tissue drainage.21 The relevance of circadian 
rhythmicity for cancer immunotherapy has recently been 
demonstrated in a retrospective, propensity score- matched 
analysis of 146 patients with melanoma showing that ICB 
infusions later than 4:30 pm were linked to inferior overall 
survival.22 Again, these data are supported by other find-
ings, including the observation that vaccine- induced im-
mune responses are superior when vaccinating at earlier 
times in the day.23– 25

We would like to raise awareness of the complexity of 
cancer immunotherapy and its dependence on various “soft 
variables,” including physiological, environmental, behav-
ioral, and psychological factors. Although the requirement 
for interdisciplinary, cross- functional cancer care has been 
partly considered (e.g., by installing interprofessional 
tumor boards under the umbrella of comprehensive cancer 
centers),26,27 little focus has so far been put on collateral 
health factors such as diet, physical activity, mood improve-
ment, and stress management. Thus, there is an urgent 
need to better embed cancer immunotherapy in a more ho-
listic framework of patient- centric support interventions. 
Digital tools will help to achieve this goal and implement 
the required behavioral and lifestyle changes (e.g., diet, 
physical activity, mood/mindfulness, stress management 
apps).28 Moreover, ICB infusion timing based on circadian 
rhythmicity represents a highly interesting concept that 
warrants further investigation in prospective clinical trials.

The holistic approach proposed here will advance 
the field of precision (immune- ) oncology by broadening 
our view on the huge, yet untapped, potential to improve 
outcomes by modulating lifestyle- linked and psychological 
resilience- determining variables.
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